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By Laurence Binyon

Dare-Gale Press, United Kingdom, 2016. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 198 x 129 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Laurence Binyon was a celebrated poet and art historian, who was a
friend of both T. S. Eliot and Ezra Pound. Although over-age for military service in 1914, Binyon
volunteered to serve on the front line as a medical orderly, an experience that directly informed his
writing. Poems of Two Wars brings together for the first time the remarkable poems he wrote about
both World War I and World War II. Binyons 1914 poem "For the Fallen" is considered by many to be
the single most famous poem written about World War I, and the poem is still read at remembrance
services and carved onto thousands of war memorials. But Binyons writings during the wars are
substantial and as moving as his most well known works. Binyon not only wrote compelling poems
about his time working in a battlefield hospital in France, but during World War II he penned some
of the most powerful poems about the war written by a non-combatant, including "The Burning of
the Leaves." Poems of Two Wars reveals the scope and intensity of Binyons work and...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication is definitely worth buying. It can be loaded with wisdom and knowledge I am easily could possibly get a satisfaction of looking at a
composed publication.
-- Rhiannon Steuber-- Rhiannon Steuber

Very helpful to all type of individuals. It really is rally interesting throgh looking at time. Its been designed in an extremely basic way which is just soon after
i finished reading this pdf through which basically modified me, change the way i believe.
-- Tyshawn Brekke-- Tyshawn Brekke
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